Worksheet 4: Kansas/Asian Trade

Agriculture is very important to the Kansas economy. Kansas exports millions of dollars of agricultural products to foreign countries. Fill in the chart below to see what countries buy the most agricultural products from Kansas.

Match the dollar amounts below with the piece of “pie” they represent. Hint: start with the largest dollar amount for the biggest piece of “pie” and so on.

$879 million -- Japan
$592 million – Mexico
$245 million – South Korea
$161 million – Canada
$80 million – China

[pie chart]

There are two countries out of the five that ARE NOT located in Asia. Can you name them? MEXICO AND CANADA

Let’s see how many dollars Asian countries spend in Kansas. Add the amounts of the three countries from Asia.

$ 879 million  + $245 million  + $80 million  = $1,204 million